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Editor’s Note

EDITOR’S
NOTE
At ﬁrst glance it would be easy to think that all mobile
telecommunications service providers were pretty
much the same, diﬀerentiated largely by their
corporate colours or perhaps the extent of their
network coverage areas. But that’s like saying a basic
mobile phone is pretty much the same as the latest
smartphone. Sure, there are similarities, they can both
make voice calls and some form of text-based
communication, but we all know that the smartphone
is, to use the obvious cliché, actually a lot smarter.!
There are some cellular operators that will
continue to earn revenues from basic mobile voice
and internet oﬀerings. But the realization among the
evolving operators is that voice margins have been
decreasing for a while and, in spite of increased data
usage, prices are becoming more competitive, so
value has to be created elsewhere. !
One of the more strategic shifts takes them
from simply ‘providing the pipes and plumbing’ to
providing a meatier oﬀering that includes servicing
the needs of businesses. And no longer is the focus
solely on mobility, but aspects like connectivity,
converged communications, machine-to-machine
communications and cloud computing also come into
play. Suddenly there is a lot more to diﬀerentiate one
service provider from another.!
If you’re looking for further diﬀerentiation, the
personality and values of the company can also
provide a key tell-tale. When it comes to selecting a
business partner, it’s important its characteristics and
outlook complement these of your company. That
personality can be found by looking at its marketing
material, its brand and its people. But, ultimately all of
those should be guided by the core values that shape
how the company operates. Let’s look at MTN, the
subject of this Special Focus, as a case in point. At its

core, the company has placed the value of innovation.
It has challenged its employees to think diﬀerently.
The core value of innovation and encouraging staﬀ to
think in an entrepreneurial way has paid dividends for
the company as this year marks its 20th anniversary.
An African success story, MTN has grown from a
startup in 1994 to the R135 billion company it is today,
serving over 200 million subscribers across the
continent and into the Middle East. Throughout the
pages of this edition, you’ll see how the company
continues to innovate itself and its product
offerings and how that innovation-driven startup
mentality is helping organizations of all sizes to
grow their own businesses.
Happy reading.

Adrian Hinchcliﬀe!
Editor!
adrian@itweb.co.za
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Mapping out the route by Samantha Perry
STRATEGY

Mapping out the route
WITH ALL OF THE PIECES NOW FALLING INTO PLACE
MTN BUSINESS SEES A BRIGHT AND CONNECTED
FUTURE FOR SOUTH AFRICA.
BY: SAMANTHA PERRY
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MTN Business converged its mobile and ISP business
roughly 15 months ago as part of its focus on
becoming a full 360° provider of ICT services to the
local and global market.
“Our status as a market leader in Africa as a
telecommunications and IT services provider and our
ability to deliver the full spectrum of services is key to
our positioning on the continent,” says Kanagaratnam
(Lambo) Lambotharan, chief enterprise business
oﬃcer at MTN.
At a group level, he says, MTN has set up its
enterprise business unit team to drive its global
service proposition and oﬀerings into the 22 countries
it operates in so far. It plans to enter new markets by
partnering with other providers.
“We’ve more or less bedded down the integration
of the mobile and ISP businesses,” Lambotharan says.
“Now it’s a matter of making sure we improve and grow
the business. A big focus for MTN Business is to ensure
that we increase marketshare in the mobile space and
drive aggressively across areas of the business where
marketshare is below what it should be.
“A lot of that is to do with making sure we are
relevant when it comes to pricing, product and
customer service,” he adds, stating that the customer
experience and customer services are big focus areas
for the business this year.

CREATING VALUE
MTN Business needs to leverage infrastructure investments
it has made into the mobile network in particular, he says.
“We’ve rolled out fibre and built datacentres across South
Africa. We need to use that infrastructure to develop and

Kanagaratnam
Lambotharan,
MTN Business
Photograph by
Mzu Nhlabati

provide products for the enterprise and SME markets.”

People want to be connected wherever they are and have access
to their enterprise information and systems.
Kanagaratnam Lambotharan, MTN Business
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STRATEGY

There’s a signiﬁcant investment beneﬁt, which will result in the
acceleration of connectivity for the unconnected.
Kanagaratnam Lambotharan, MTN Business

Mobile still accounts for a large percentage of the
enterprise unit’s revenue, as does the access (ISP)
side. Lambotharan says the company wants to grow
its traditional areas (access and connectivity)
organically, as well as expand new lines of business –
such as its datacentre offerings.
“We’ve got one of the biggest datacentre
footprints in the country,” he states, “with about 15
000 square metres of hosting space across 25 towns
and cities in South Africa. We’ve rolled out and
connected over
6 000 kms of metro fibre and approximately 5 000
kms of national fibre. We connect the three major
metropolitan areas with our own fibre, which lets us
provide high-capacity, national connectivity. We’ve
also expanded our metro fibre and microwave links.”
MTN Business is connecting its customers onto its
own infrastructure (rather than those it has been
‘renting’ from other providers) and driving stronger
utilisation of its datacentre footprint.

BROADENING THE PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
It has also developed a broad range of product and
service offerings in its bid to be a 360° provider of ICT
services.
“We have a very strong VoIP product, for example,”
Lambotharan says, “which is a challenger to
incumbents like Telkom. We also have a hosted call
centre product offering that will enable companies
to move their call centres onto hosted infrastructure
and save on the costs of running the environment.
This offers the flexibility of being able to move the

call centre premises without having to move the
infrastructure.
“We also have strong wholesale and direct DSL
oﬀerings,” he continues. “We run Afrihost’s DSL
infrastructure and network and are looking to expand
that in terms of putting more of our existing
customers onto that and gaining more new
customers. We now have a huge amount of capacity
in the major metropolitan areas and can connect
those up to the national ﬁbre network and submarine
cables. We can basically drop capacity in and out of
the national ﬁbre network in 25 cities and towns along
the N1, N2, N3 and other key routes.”

TREND WATCH
Three major trends will continue to impact MTN
Business going forward, he comments – mobile, cloud
and convergence.
“Everyone talks about how everything is much
more mobile today,” says Lambotharan. “And we have a
very strong presence in that space. It’s not just about
access; it’s about building services on top of the access
layer. Things like security, mobile device management,
machine-to-machine communications and
application management. These are all areas we are
focussing on. This year, we will be looking to
supplement access with Wi-Fi. People want to be
connected wherever they are and have access to their
enterprise information and systems. It’s important that
we provide a seamless network for connectivity and
move up the value chain in terms of oﬀering services
beyond connectivity.
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“Cloud adoption will increase as more high-speed
connectivity comes into play,” he continues. “We are
well-positioned to support that with our ﬁbre and
microwave links and datacentre footprint. We don’t
just want to concentrate on connectivity and hosting,
we also want to look at how we provide enterprise
applications in the cloud.!
“In the SME space, we’ll be launching a cloud
oﬀering in the ﬁrst quarter of this year, oﬀering hosted
applications, software, and so on.”!
Another newly launched oﬀering comes in the form
of MyMTNChoice for Business – a range of contract
mobile packages designed to enable clients to better
manage costs.!
With regard to convergence, MTN Business is
looking at how it can bring ﬁxed and mobile voice
oﬀerings together so customers get the same network
experience irrespective of how they are connected,
from a value proposition, pricing and service oﬀering
perspective. Having the ability to access a given
service across both media is key.

THE DIGITAL SWITCHOVER
Moves in the regulatory space also bode well for the
company – the imminent migration from analogue to
digital terrestrial television (DTT) will free up valuable
spectrum in the lower frequency bands.!
Says Lambotharan: “It’s essential that DTT happens,
because it will free up spectrum that is vital in terms of
broadband connectivity. If you look not just at South
Africa but Africa, you can ﬁt the US, China, India and a
large part of Western Europe into Africa, but our
population density is about a ﬁfth of those others.
Wireless is going to be essential in terms of how we
provide internet and broadband connectivity, so it’s
essential we free up as much spectrum as possible.”
More spectrum equates to more capacity. And
spectrum in the lower frequencies, like the 800MHz
band that will be freed up by the move to DTT,
provides wider coverage. This makes it substantially

more cost-eﬀective to roll out LTE (which MTN
currently operates on 1800MHz) because you need
less than half the base stations to reach the same area.!
“There’s a signiﬁcant investment beneﬁt,” comments
Lambotharan, “which will result in the acceleration of
connectivity for the unconnected.”!
Achieving government’s connectivity goal of 100
percent broadband coverage by 2020 is going to be
an expensive exercise. Lambotharan says the National
Broadband Policy is very important. !
“The key thing is what enablers will be put in place
to help service providers, like ourselves, roll out
quickly,” he says. For example, there is no standard
procedure for getting wayleaves from municipalities
and this is hindering rollouts. !
“If government wants to ensure its broadband
objectives are met, it needs to ensure these obstacles
are removed, and possibly consider incentives – tax
breaks, subsidies, and so on – for rollouts in rural areas,
for example,” he says. “We’re starting to hear positive
things from certain institutions. But, there needs to be
collaboration between government and the private
sector. There is still a lot to be done.”

MTN INTERNET
PACKAGES
MTN
Broadband

Enables clients to connect at best possible
speeds from anywhere.

MTN Internet
Dedicated

Permanent leased line access.

MTN Mobile
APN

Allows clients to connect their workforce to
back-end business.

MTN Internet
Satellite

Carrier-grade connectivity independent of
local infrastructure.

MTN Internet
DSL

An always-on connection offering reliable
performance.
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The fifth pillar by James Francis
TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP

The ﬁfth pillar
WITHOUT ICT, OUR MODERN SOCIETY WOULD
DISAPPEAR. MTN UNDERSTANDS THIS BETTER THAN
MOST AND ITS TECHNOLOGY VISION GOES MUCH
FURTHER THAN THE BOTTOM LINE.
BY: JAMES FRANCIS
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Recently paging through a popular, general interest
family magazine from the mid-1990s, a quote
immediately jumps out. Its author proclaimed that the
internet wouldn’t have much of an impact – after all,
it’s just more reading. With hindsight, such negativity
of vision is astounding. But step back two decades and
very few could have anticipated how much
connectivity would change our world.
“I would have regarded schools, roads, hospitals and
utilities as the fundamental pillars of modern society
25 years ago,” says Eben Albertyn, CTO of MTN South
Africa. “Today, ICT is the ﬁfth pillar – no place can
prosper without it.” When MTN opened its doors in
1994, it was a mobile communications provider.
But today, the company is nothing less than an
infrastructure giant. The opportunities and
challenges of technology mean that no company
is an island – especially not one in the business of
connecting people.
“In the early 2000s, MTN had already realised that
technology was having a profound impact on people’s
lives. The company began to embrace this reality and
grow with it.”

FORGED IN AFRICA
Unlike many of its peers, MTN has had the privilege of
learning the ropes in the sink-or-swim market of Africa.
To illustrate this, Albertyn refers to the ﬁbre network
MTN built in Nigeria. At a time when South African
laws would not allow the same to be done here, it was
a ﬁrst for the company. Whereas South Africa had
many fundamentals in place, thus allowing mobile
providers to walk only that line, expansion into Africa
brought numerous infrastructure challenges. MTN had
to adapt – mobile money in Ghana, Wimax in
Cameroon – and there are practical examples in all 22
countries where MTN operates.
“There are three levels to MTN’s technology vision:
infrastructure, middleware and end-user services. You
can’t focus on just one – all three must prosper

Eben Albertyn,
MTN South Africa
Photograph by
Mzu Nhlabati

The data tsunami is already
here – and we aren’t close to
seeing it crest yet.
Eben Albertyn, MTN South Africa
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TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP
equally.” By rolling out services across Africa and the
Middle East, MTN gained a lot of opportunity to
experiment and allow for cross-pollination of ideas.
Even though the cultures of countries vary, often the
fundamentals of connectivity are universal. From
investing in submarine cables to developing low-cost,
high-end phones like the Steppa, MTN has led a multipronged movement that connects the Middle East
and Africa regions in a way they want to be
connected. This journey evolved MTN into an
infrastructure company that oversees everything from
connecting people to providing services that we use
to exploit technology. That diversity was the genesis of
MTN Business, which helps clients get results from
their ICT investments. Whether MTN just provides the
pipe for data, installs a complete IT ecosystem or sits
somewhere in between, it embraces the broad church
of technology services. As Albertyn puts it: the tree,
the branches, the leaves – the whole thing. It’s both an
accomplishment and a big responsibility – neither of
which MTN takes lightly.!
If this feels like MTN is blowing its ICT horn with the
enthusiasm of a vuvuzela at a football derby, brace
yourself. It’s about to get bigger. The company is
already South Africa’s largest submarine cable investor,
which has changed the face of local internet beyond
measure. Over the past few years, it has taken this
further, rolling out a giant ﬁbre network connecting all
of South Africa’s major urban hubs – more than 5 000
kms of cable in 2013 alone. This network is not just
about larger capacity – it’s a game changer.

FUTURE UNLIMITED
“In the past, bandwidth impacted every decision we
made at MTN. Some projects simply were not feasible
on hired infrastructure and a lot of compromises had
to be made,” Albertyn says. “Certain high-bandwidth
applications were quite simply not on the cards.” A
good example is content caching services – servers
that temporarily hold data from other sites. If you load

an HD video from IMDB, it takes a while. Yet the same
video on YouTube arrives much faster. The reason:
IMDB won’t allow its content to be cached, but YouTube
does. So the latter’s video is actually being streamed from
a local server, not from halfway across the world. Before
the fibre network, this was impossibly expensive to
maintain. Now the cost is practically nothing.!
Albertyn gives another example. With its fibre network,
MTN can bridge the submarine cables on either side of
the country. In theory, that means all of MTN’s 22 client
countries won’t suffer when an undersea cable is severed
by a wayward anchor or curious shark. Again, at
practically zero cost. !
Another benefit of the network is how it can exploit
MTN’s numerous datacentres. Improvements in server
space and rack systems have allowed these hubs to
expand exponentially. By tapping fibre, it opens the doors
for anything from the aforementioned caching to cloud
services and beyond. With many of its base stations
already connected to the network, MTN’s ability to deliver
top-level 3G, LTE and fixed-line services is also ballooning.

MEETING THE FUTURE
This is not just to be competitive, but vital to the
future, says Albertyn: “The data tsunami is already
here – and we aren’t close to seeing it crest yet.
Today, MTN connects millions – how long before
that becomes billions, especially when you factor in
machine-to-machine transactions?” The user
appetite for bandwidth is also insatiable and only
bound to become bigger. As such, MTN recognises
that it is more than a corporate entity on a stock
exchange: it has an undeniable responsibility in
providing infrastructure and services that enhance
and enrich the lives of its customers – including
whole countries and their citizens.!
“This is MTN’s challenge: deliver services that are
cheaper, faster, better, go further, attain higher
quality and create relevance for our customers and
society as a whole,” he concludes.
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Innovation of the nation by Lesley Stones
YELLOW SKY THINKING

Innovation of the nation
MTN HAS NOT ALWAYS TAKEN THE NORMAL AND
EXPECTED PATH, BUT ITS STRATEGY OF CALCULATED
RISKS HAS PAID DIVIDENDS OVER THE PAST TWENTY
YEARS.
BY: LESLEY STONES
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There’s a culture of innovation at MTN that
brings out the best and the boldest in its
people.
It’s a culture that has led the company to
devise innovative oﬀerings and to boldly go
where others feared to tread.
Zunaid Bulbulia, the CEO of MTN South
Africa, has been on board since it was a startup
20 years ago, and says innovation has always
formed its core. “MTN’s biggest innovative thrust
has been about taking risks on a scale
unprecedented in corporate South Africa’s
history,” he says.
He cites its entry into Nigeria as the best
example, spending $285m on a licence in 2001.
“The whole world said you guys are absolutely
bonkers,” he remembers. “For a ﬂedgling South
African company, it was a huge gamble given
that there was no infrastructure and the
perception of corruption in the way the
Zunaid Bulbulia,
government and the economy operated.”
MTN South Africa
Yet that success fuelled similar audacious leaps
Photography supplied
including its $5.53bn acquisition of Dubai-based
Investcom in 2006. MTN’s moves into
challenging territories such as Iran, Afghanistan
and Sudan reﬂect its desire and appetite for
taking risks on an unprecedented
scale, Bulbulia says. “Thankfully a lot
of them have come oﬀ – some of
them haven’t – but that is the
business model we have.”
Smaller game-changing moves
included introducing hybrid
consumer packages that blend the
Zunaid Bulbulia, MTN South Africa
best of pre- and post-paid oﬀerings.
“That innovative creation is now the
normal appetite. We certainly don’t look for nitro-glycerine
de facto standard not only in South Africa,” he says.
personalities, but the culture has always been that if you take
Bulbulia says MTN fosters an innovative spirit by
a risk and you have the company’s best interests at heart, the
expecting it from all its employees. “I don’t think by
company will, more than likely, cover you.”
nature we employ risk-takers on a scale beyond the

The culture has always been that if you
take a risk and you have the company’s best
interests at heart, the company will, more
than likely, cover you.
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YELLOW SKY THINKING
A lot of its senior managers are accountants, a
profession usually associated with conservatism.
Others are engineers, where accuracy and certainty
are crucial. Yet those disciplines can flourish if you put
them in the right hothouse, Bulbulia says.!
“We are good at taking calculated risks. With the
training we have had in our various disciplines, we
apply good thought processes to a culture which says
come up with bold and innovative things that can
move the needle.”!
By ‘moving the needle’ he means results that make
a noticeable difference even in a company the size of
MTN – not little incremental changes that have no
visible impact on the organisation overall.!
One recent potential game-changer is a
partnership formed in December with Rocket Internet
and Millicom International to develop e-commerce in
Africa through a joint venture called Africa Internet
Holding (AIH). AIH is already active in 13 countries and
is entering nine more with online services including
classifieds adverts, shopping, travel bookings and
ordering taxis.!
The venture shows that MTN sees itself becoming
an internet player by embracing convergence and
capitalising on the powerful cocktail of its
infrastructure and customer base.!
Other potential ventures are being explored that
will take people by surprise, Bulbulia says. “There are
areas where we can add value, so nothing is off the
table. People will say ‘that’s not what we expect MTN
to be involved in’, like our e-commerce venture
because we need to take on Amazon, Yahoo and
Kalahari. We don’t have skills in those areas, so finding
the right partners is very much part of that strategy.”!
When MTN bought an internet service provider a
couple of years ago, people thought it was a mistake,
since it acquired fixed-line skills that sound so 19th
century, Bulbulia says. “But we are saying that the
future of mobile is fixed. The future of mobile devices

is data, and the only way to move large packets of
data is by fibre in the ground. That fixed infrastructure
allows video, e-commerce and social networking on a
scale that will see data becoming 60 to 70 percent of
our business.”!
On the expansion front, MTN was outbid in its
efforts to enter Myanmar, which was pretty much the
last greenfields opportunity in the world.!
Now any geographic growth is likely to come
through acquisitions, with Bulbulia predicting massive
pan-African consolidation within the next three years.
“This is a scale game. If you don’t have the scale to
invest R4 billion to R6 billion a year, you’re toast.”!
The adrenaline that fuelled MTN in the early days of
unsurpassed expansion is over. Yet the excitement has
taken on a new form. “You can’t live on adrenaline
forever,” Bulbulia says. “Now MTN must take what it
has built to the next level by being the best at
customer service and the best at spotting
opportunities.”!
The biggest need for innovation now is in
customer services, and with 25-million customers in
South Africa alone, that’s not easy.!
Another area that needs innovation as well as
courage is the move into adjacent businesses, such as
the financial sector. Some people may think MTN has
lost the plot, Bulbulia admits, but it plans to provide
financial and e-commerce services on the handsets
that are becoming people’s key way of transacting
with the world.!
“The adrenaline junkies who grew up in the first 20
years of MTN were used to getting on a plane and
taking over some far-removed place and making it
work, which we all enjoyed enormously,” Bulbulia says.
“There is a different kind of enjoyment now. We have
to learn new skills to continue growing value in a
market that is saturated. It’s not as sexy, but from a
business and leadership point of view, I have never
been as challenged as I am now.”
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Stepping into the new world of business by Ben Kelly
CLOUD

Stepping into the new
world of business
CLOUD SERVICES REMAIN AT THE CUTTING EDGE OF
SERVICE DELIVERY IN THE ENTERPRISE SPACE. THIS
ENABLES COMPANIES TO PROVIDE INNOVATIVE SERVICES
WHILE DELIVERING ON THE NEED TO CUT COSTS.
BY: BEN KELLY
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The demands being placed on the IT organisations within
companies are not less than before, but it is expected that the
associated budgets will be lower as companies look to tackle a more
hostile economic environment.
André van Zyl, MTN Business

André van Zyl, senior manager for enterprise
product and services at MTN Business, says that the
market for cloud services is definitely growing as
buyers start to become more tech-savvy. That
perception shift is partly thanks to consumer-facing
cloud services, such as Dropbox and Google Docs.
He adds that the fear that existed previously around
using cloud services has started to dissipate.
“As a service provider, we have to deliver on the
promises that have been made around cloud
services, namely replacing capital expenditure with
operational expenditure; lowering the overall cost
of service provision; delivering accurate allocation
of resources; offering innovative and agile services;
allowing clients to differentiate themselves and
providing a truly globalized service,” he says.
“There are some organizations, such as the banks,
which prefer to keep their infrastructure in-house,
but for many other companies, both large and
small, the benefits of moving some, or even all, of
their systems to cloud-based services are clear.”

BEING A BIT DIFFERENT
“At MTN, we offer a number of key differentiators
that set us apart from the crowd. Not least of these
is the geographic reach of the company. With
operations in 22 countries, we are able to service
customers across Africa and the Middle East,” Van
Zyl says.
“The nature of the services is dependent on the
maturity of the individual markets, with South Africa

and Nigeria being the two most mature in terms of
the available services.”
He adds that legal restrictions in some countries
mean it may not be possible for companies to use a
cloud service hosted outside the country, but
having a local presence gives MTN an advantage.
“The use of cloud technologies will let us provide a
consistent environment, irrespective of where the
servers are physically located.
“We rolled out cloud services in seven territories
last year with more planned this year, but because
of our geographic reach, we are able to support
cloud services in many more than these seven
countries,” he says.

QUESTION OF TRUST
Trust remains one of the key inhibitors to the
uptake of cloud services. “In this area, the reputation
of MTN Business as an organization that has been
around, in various guises, since the early days of the
internet in South Africa is a key factor. In addition,
the scale of MTN’s operations around the globe
provides companies with the necessary reassurance
that their data is in safe hands.”
Other issues to consider when choosing a cloud
service provider include the reliability of
connectivity, as well as the ability of the provider to
deliver on service level agreements. “The tri-generation
power system in use at our main datacentre,
located at our Fairlands head office, is just one
example of the kind of innovation that has been
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CLOUD
deployed inside the company. This ensures that
customers get the service they expect,” he says.!
Van Zyl adds that the expected economic
slowdown is pushing CIOs to look more closely at
cost containment and cloud services are one way
to deliver this. “The demands being placed on the
IT organisations within companies are not less
than before, but it is expected that the associated
budgets will be lower as companies look to tackle
a more hostile economic environment.!
“In the realm of cloud services, this is very much
a ‘race to zero’ with margins continually under
pressure. This is going to put pressure on smaller
cloud players that are unable to reap the scale
benefits larger operators, such as MTN, are able to
bring,” he comments.

Van Zyl notes that originally the ‘ERP in the
cloud’ offering was seen as something that only
small businesses would benefit from, but today
the company is seeing large companies starting to
adopt this model too. The reason is not only the
cost benefit, but also that it allows them to take
advantage of the service providers’ broader
geographical reach and typically stronger backup
and recovery protocols.!
While cloud services are definitely a growth
area, they currently form just a small part of MTN
Business’ revenue stream with mobile and
connectivity still the largest contributors. However,
as the company moves to deliver a greater
spectrum of converged ICT solutions, cloud
services are only going to increase in importance,
he concludes.

VALUE ADD?
At the same time there is a drive to increase the
value that cloud services can offer to customers.
This entails a move away from Infrastructure as a
Service towards Platform as a Service and Software
as a Service (Saas). It is, however, the realm of SaaS,
where the service provider plays a more active role
in realising the true benefits of cloud offerings.!
These services can include anything from the
basic level e-mail or backup and recovery right
through to mission-critical offerings, such as
enterprise resource planning (ERP) and customer
relationship management (CRM).!
“Our ERP cloud offering, which we launched
in conjunction with SAP in 2013, is one
example of how our clients can benefit from
the partnership between us and other
suppliers. It also demonstrates how we can
deliver cost-effective solutions that can be
scaled to meet the needs of the business. It is
this kind of innovation, along with the ability to
service companies with a broad geographic
reach, that sets MTN apart.”!
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Celebrating 20 years of innovation
A VISUAL CELEBRATION OF KEY MILESTONES
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A VISUAL CELEBRATION OF KEY MILESTONES

VIDEO: Celebrating 20 years of innovation
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CONVERGED COMMUNICATIONS

Converging innovation with communication by Rodney Weidemann

Converging innovation
with communication
CONVERGED COMMUNICATIONS HAS BEEN AROUND
FOR A WHILE, BUT THE GROWTH OF SMARTPHONES
AND TABLETS HAS RENEWED INTEREST AND
RELEVANCE TO THE MODERN BUSINESS.
BY: RODNEY WEIDEMANN
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It is quite clear that MTN has recognised the importance
of converged communications to its overall strategy, as
evidenced by the company’s creation of its enterprisefocussed unit, MTN Business. The company has ensured
that its corporate customers have a single channel with
which they interface for both mobile and fixed services.
It has also enabled the company to be more innovative
and quicker to market.
According to Navi Naidoo, general manager for
solution implementation at MTN Business, the
recognition of the importance of converged
communications to the company’s strategy was driven
by the fact it had witnessed stagnation in the consumer
GSM market space.
“This is a global trend, as the areas for growth in this
space are limited, while termination rates are decreasing
all the time. This, along with other price erosions, means
margins are continuously shrinking, while competition
continues to increase,” he says.
“By offering our enterprise customers a single
channel with which they can interface for both mobile
and fixed services, we are able to deliver genuine fixedmobile convergence, along with all the benefits and
efficiencies that come with this. At MTN Business, we are
focussing on a future that is clearly defined by truly
converged communications, something that has been
helped in no small way by the advent of smartphones
and tablets.”
Naidoo points out that despite converged
communications being a well-established concept, not
much has been achieved in the way of innovation in
this space. Where anything has been done, it has mostly
been crafted from a bundling and pricing point of view.

CONVERGED INNOVATION
“Despite this, we believe there remains room for
innovation and MTN Business is moving in this direction
with its full fixed-mobile convergence offering, which
will incorporate both mobile and a hosted PBX. By
giving customers a single number for both their fixed
and mobile communications, we will be able to deliver
true unified communications. Allowing them to utilise
whatever device they choose, wherever they may be

means we will be able to deliver the ‘anywhere office’ to
our customers.”
He adds that another area where the company is
innovating, is in its increasing focus on the provision of
last mile connectivity. While MTN has not played in this
field up to this point, Naidoo says that the company has
now begun offering its own last mile connectivity to
corporate customers.
“We are focussing on the provision of fibre
connectivity here, and will ultimately build this out to
also provide full fibre to the home. We are also utilising
microwave technology to deliver point-to-point or
point-to-multipoint connectivity. We also have our own
VSAT hub and can use this to offer either primary or
secondary connectivity to businesses.
“The reason we believe last mile connectivity is so
important moving forward is that, once we can offer
our clients a complete, secure pipe into our MPLS cloud,
we will be able to begin delivering all the additional
features of converged communications,” he says.
These features, says Naidoo, include SIP trunking,
VoIP, unified communications and even hosted call
centres. By providing cloud-based hosting for
enterprises, MTN Business reduces the clients’ capital
expenditure costs, while delivering a guaranteed, endto-end service with a single point of contact, he
continues.
“We can also provide wireless connectivity for
corporate branches and offices, delivering free calls
within the building and increasing the employees’
mobility within the office space. It is also ideal for
enabling retailers to communicate with customers
within branches.”
Naidoo suggests that despite these additional
features, he believes the real differentiator for the
company is its quality of service. This, he adds, is built on
the foundation of last mile connectivity the company
delivers, as this means MTN is in control of the service
from start to finish.
“With no third party vendors involved, we are in
control and are thus able to not only offer impeccable
service, but are also in a position to be innovative with
regard to pricing and bundling.”
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CONVERGED COMMUNICATIONS
AFRICAN CHALLENGES

continue to form a critical part of the company’s

The African marketplace is very different to most other
markets, bringing with it different challenges.
Because of this, it doesn’t always make sense to apply
lessons from more developed markets like the US or

strategy moving forward.!
“We anticipate dramatic changes in the way
business works and conducts its operations in the
future. The advent of smartphones has already
demonstrated that employees are no longer chained
to their desks and it means that the enterprise’s
reliance on converged communications will only
become more critical. Our aim, therefore, will be to
deliver what business demands: reliable and efficient

Europe.!
“Nonetheless, we do keep a close eye on the
European markets in particular, following what
Telefonica does quite closely. We also look to other
emerging markets to learn best practice lessons.
India and China have operators that tend to be quite
innovative, so we are always interested in what is
coming out of these markets.!
“Of course, we adopt an incremental approach to
how we develop strategies based on these learnings,
as we are aware that there is no silver bullet to take
things to a new level. Having said that, MTN South
Africa does serve as the company’s incubator for how
we roll out solutions to our other African operations.”!
Naidoo adds that converged communications will

communications, at a cheaper price.”!
And just how does he expect MTN Business will
manage this?!
“Once the additional spectrum is released for use,
LTE is going to come into its own. Not only will this
enable us to vastly improve data speeds and the
manner in which mobile employees connect back to
their offices, but it will also allow us to free up
capacity on our network. LTE is definitely going to be
the game changer,” he concludes.

http://www.cisco.co
m/web/ZA/index.html
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CONVERGED COMMUNICATIONS

VIDEO: MTN Converged Communications
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CONNECTIVITY

Keeping costs low and connectivity high by Rodney
Weidemann

Keeping costs low and
connectivity high
MTN BUSINESS IS CONSTANTLY INNOVATING AROUND
ITS CONNECTIVITY OFFERINGS, IN ORDER TO DELIVER
MORE BANDWIDTH FOR LESS COST TO ITS CUSTOMERS.
BY: RODNEY WEIDEMANN
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Although nobody would dispute the
fact that connectivity is a key
business service, it is usually viewed
by organisations as nothing more
than the ‘plumbing’, while the clientfocussed services are seen as key to
business success. However, it should
Navi Naidoo, MTN Business
be remembered that without
plumbing, there is no water, reducing
about LTE, as this oﬀers an additional channel for
the eﬀectiveness of every other aspect that is
providing last mile connectivity.
dependent on it. The same is true for connectivity,
“Since connectivity is the platform upon which our
without which businesses today would be doomed to
converged communications oﬀering is built, it is also
ineﬀectiveness.
the foundation for a lot of other innovation. For
Navi Naidoo, general manager for solution
example, we are moving towards cloud-based
implementation at MTN Business, notes, as with
solutions delivery, and it is obvious that connectivity is
plumbing, the importance of connectivity is not felt by
key to ensuring the success of such an oﬀering.”
a business until it is not there.
“When purchasing a cloud-based solution, security
“Connectivity is absolutely critical to today’s
is of critical importance to the customer; the key to
organisations. Not only is it the foundation for keeping
this is clearly a connection, and since MTN Business
branches interconnected and communicating with
provides an end-to-end service in this respect, we are
customers, suppliers and other businesses, but, it is
able to guarantee the security,” he says.
also the best way of putting your business ‘out there’.
Due to the importance of connectivity to business,
After all, how many businesses succeed without online
Naidoo says that perhaps the best kind of innovation
representation?” he asks.
MTN Business can oﬀer in this respect is to ensure its
“MTN Business has realised that connectivity
cost to deliver is kept as low as possible, so that
provides the lifeline between an enterprise and its

The assumption among operators today
is generally that the customer already has
connectivity – the question is: ‘what can you
oﬀer them on top of that?

customers, which is why we have taken steps to
ensure our service is no longer reliant on other parties.
By providing end-to-end connectivity support to our
clients, we can assure them of the kind of service they
can rely on.”

DRIVING INNOVATION
Naidoo says the company is focussed on driving
innovation in this space, as it seeks to diﬀerentiate
itself in the market. Not only is MTN Business now
providing last mile ﬁbre connectivity to customers’
buildings, but, it is extensively utilising microwave and
VSAT, both for ﬁrst line delivery and for backup and
redundancy. Naidoo adds the company is also excited

customers can get more bandwidth for less cost.
“One way we do this is to provide shared access on
the last mile, via Gigabit Passive Optical Network. This
is ideal in servicing large oﬃce parks, for example, as
we can run a single last mile connection to the venue
and then, via contention, provide access to all the
oﬃces therein.”

IMPROVING CONNECTIVITY
Naidoo believes that, in general, connectivity in
South Africa has experienced a vast improvement in
recent years.
“Since the operators have been allowed to selfprovision, the market has really opened up. After all,
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high speed connectivity by putting our own
backbone down at the cables’ landing points.”!
He adds that mobile broadband has also been a
game changer and has opened things up even further.!
“Nonetheless, while all of the above has played a
role in the ever-improving connectivity being
experienced by South Africans, probably the single
biggest reason for this has been the massive rollout of
ﬁbre in the past ﬁve years. Key to this has been the
partnerships among operators to ensure putting ﬁbre
in the ground becomes more cost eﬀective. This has
resulted in customers continuously getting faster
speeds at lower costs.”

BETTER DIFFERENTIATION
When it comes to diﬀerentiating itself from the
competition, Naidoo says that with the advances
made in bandwidth and connectivity in recent times,
it is very diﬃcult to stand out from a connectivity
point of view. Instead, MTN Business focusses on

the incumbent has been forced to improve its services
in order to compete with the other operators, which
has, in turn, inspired the other players in the market to
also improve their oﬀerings. In the long run, this has
been to the beneﬁt of the consumer, who always
wants the best price.”!
“The other factor that has boosted connectivity in
this country in recent times has been the landing of
the various undersea cables. These have had a massive
impact on opening up bandwidth in South Africa. As
MTN, we are a member of both the East African
Submarine System (Eassy) and West African Cable
System (Wacs) consortiums and we provide non-stop

diﬀerentiating itself through quality of service.!
“Good service, coupled with strong products and
innovative pricing are the best ways of standing out.
After all, the assumption among operators today is
generally that the customer already has connectivity –
the question is: ‘what can you oﬀer them on top of
that?’”!
“That said, we do believe we will be able to
diﬀerentiate ourselves with the manner in which we
utilise LTE to oﬀer last mile services, as well as to
deliver aﬀordable redundant connectivity,” he says.!
“We simply cannot survive only as a mobile
operator anymore, we need to diversify and ensure we
embrace convergence and develop new services,
such as content provision, that can beneﬁt from
higher data speeds. Ultimately, for operators to remain
relevant in this fast-changing world, we need to
constantly oﬀer the latest technologies, ensure the
highest throughputs, the best bandwidth and the
most reliable uptime, all at the lowest possible cost.”
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Enterprise mobility management a high growth area
by Rodney Weidemann

Enterprise mobility
management a high
growth area
MOBILITY IS A KEY ASPECT OF MTN BUSINESS’ FUTURE
STRATEGY, WITH THE MANAGEMENT THEREOF
PROVIDING A MEANS FOR THE COMPANY TO HELP EASE
NIGHTMARES FOR THE CIO.
BY: RODNEY WEIDEMANN
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The rise of the smartphone and the increasingly
mobile workforce it enables has meant that enterprise
mobility is now ﬁrmly at the front and centre of
mobile operators’ plans. For MTN Business, this means
that the company has chosen to focus intently on
driving its Uniﬁed Communications (UC) strategy,
encompasses the growing issue of bring your own

Naidoo believes eﬀective mobility is a key enabler
for the enterprise workforce, allowing improved
collaboration. He adds that MTN Business is currently
focussing on driving cloud-based solutions in this area.
By taking mobile connectivity and its attendant
security into the cloud, he says, the company can
ensure users will have the same experience wherever

device (BYOD), which is increasing exponentially.
This, says Navi Naidoo, general manager for solution
implementation at MTN Business, opens up the
enterprise mobility management space for the
company, oﬀering customers a full solution in this
arena, encompassing the management of security,

they are.
“The aim is to enable employees to access their
data from any device, anywhere they are – be it at
their desk, at home or even on the road – and this is
achieved through the provision of a strong cloud
service that enables an eﬀective enterprise mobility
strategy.”

applications and devices.
“Enterprise mobility management is deﬁnitely an
area we have targeted for growth, as we expect this
will give CIOs the biggest nightmares in the near
future. After all, with the growing prevalence of BYOD,
the security challenges facing companies can only
increase.”
Naidoo suggests this means removing the critical
pain points impacting on the organisation’s IT
department, by managing their data protection,
backup, redundancy and security.
“At the same time, from a user perspective, there is
the need to demarcate the boundaries between
company information and personal data on their
individual devices, which is also something we can
assist with,” he says.
“Obviously security is of paramount importance
and, to this end, MTN has partnered with several
of the larger security players in the market to
ensure we provide the best security to our
customers. We are always asking questions
around how we protect clients from attacks as we
move forward. For example, the need for good
antivirus software on a mobile device is now a
reality, although it was not a major concern just a
couple of years ago. It is this kind of forward
thinking that ensures we stay ahead of the pack.”

THE WORLD OF APPS
Of particular interest to MTN Business is how the world
of applications has opened up. He says an aspect of
the company’s mobility management strategy
involves ensuring applications on user devices that are
beneﬁcial to the business can operate eﬀectively
within the organisation’s environment.
“One of our key innovations is an application we call
mobile task optimisation management (MTOM). With
this, companies can schedule employees online. For
example, meter readers can be provided with a
smartphone or tablet loaded with this app and it
allows the company to schedule appointments and
provide them with instructions or directions. It also
enables better management of the workforce, as the
readers can provide proof of site visits via uploaded
photographs.”
“The other area we are focussing on intently is the
growing machine-to-machine (M2M) space. Here we
have developed a telemetry SIM which has only a data
capability. With no voice capability, this reduces the
chances of fraud, as it is impossible for a criminal to
use it to make calls or to add other services on to it.”
Naidoo sees opportunity for speciﬁc vertical sectors,
such as GPS ﬂeet tracking for transport and logistics, as
well as more general applications that can be used by
SPECIAL FOCUS | FEBRUARY 2014 | MTN BUSINESS
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Enterprise mobility management is deﬁnitely an area we have
targeted for growth, as we expect this will give CIOs the biggest
nightmares in the near future.
Navi Naidoo, MTN Business

any organisation. One such application called ‘Eagle
Eye’ allows enterprises to monitor the usage and costs
of mobile data SIMs provided to employees. Clearly,
points out Naidoo, there is a lot of innovation going
on in the mobility arena.!
Naidoo explains the company is also putting a lot of
eﬀort into developing tools that help to enable selfservice for customers. He suggests that these tools
enable customers to perform relatively simple tasks,
such as SIM swaps, without needing to call the contact
centre for help. The aim, he says, is to provide tools
that will empower the customer.

advisor. In other words, our strategy is all about
crafting long-term partnerships, where customers
trust us to supply technology that will be eﬀective and
advice around what they can expect in future.!
“The very nature of mobility is such that ﬂexibility
and adaptability are key. To succeed, an operator
always needs to remain relevant to the market it
serves, which means being able to rapidly adapt
technology, business models and strategy according
to what is coming down the line. If you do not
embrace what is coming, you will ultimately be left
behind,” he concludes.

FUTURE STRATEGY
Looking ahead, Naidoo suggests the ongoing
advances in security and apps are signiﬁcant, with
apps in particular at the forefront of the company’s
strategy. This encompasses both a drive to support
other apps in the marketplace as well as to create
ones of its own to further enable its customers.!
“Long term, we are also considering the impact that
5G, should it arrive one day, will have on our network
and how best we can adapt for this.”!
This is one of the main reasons MTN Business is
constantly innovating, Naidoo says. He adds that
success is built on staying focussed on the
development of new and relevant products and
services.!
“Such development always takes place with
customer requirements at the heart of it and we
always engage with them in order to genuinely
understand their pain points, serving as a trusted
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Simpler, Faster, Smarter by James Francis
PUBLIC SECTOR

Simpler, Faster, Smarter
HOW CONNECTIVITY IS CHANGING THE FACE
OF GOVERNMENT.
BY: JAMES FRANCIS
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Much of the mobile technology driving
government today still predates the smartphone
revolution. Imagine the possibilities.
Lindani Mthethwa, CPSI

There is something remarkable happening among
South Africa’s government departments. Technology is
causing tectonic shifts in service and perception. Case
in point: the unbelievable transformation of the
Department of Home Aﬀairs (DHA), the department
tasked with handing out identiﬁcation documents and
other necessary detritus of the civilised world. A
decade ago, it was one of the worst. Today a brief
search on the Android Play store reveals third party
apps that tap into DHA data and deliver useful
information, such as the status of your new ID book.
From internal shortfalls to facilitating third party

As such, eﬀective governments pay attention to
eﬃciency and transparency, while avoiding the
quagmire of legacy systems. The impact of using
connectivity to achieve this does not just stop with
communicating to the masses. Connectivity allows for
the growth of knowledge economies. Mthethwa
points to rural subsistence farmers – imagine if they
could share knowledge with similar people across
South Africa?
MTN already has an active example of this: through
the MTN Foundation it is helping isolated clinics to
connect with urban hospitals, giving direct access to

successes? That is a startling shift.
It all started a few years ago, says Lindani Mthethwa,
head of Solution Support and Incubation at the CPSI.
Roughly seven years ago, government began tapping
the potential of mobile services. One of the ﬁrst: a DHA
initiative to easily check if your identity has been

top medical insights.
“MTN’s main business is connectivity,” says Victor
Rakhale, general manager of Direct Sales at MTN
Business. “Even though we oﬀer far more, our biggest
role is to connect the dots – using technology to bring
people together.” The proof? Network coverage that
eclipses even developed countries, continually
improved with heavy 3G coverage and an aggressive
LTE rollout.
MTN also hosts thousands of APNs – crudely
speaking the mobile equivalent of VPNs – something
government departments have found very useful. An
example of this is the department of the Auditor
General (AG). As the watchdog of government’s
checks and balances, the AG relies on a nomadic
workforce to do its job. Rakhale says that mobile
technology has really allowed these auditors to

hijacked for a fake marriage.
“We realised we could use mobile technology to
make government more eﬃcient,” Mthethwa explains.
Harnessing SMS services was a major ﬁrst step in this
evolution and today it remains a major way for many
departments to connect with citizens.

CONNECTING THE DOTS
The logistics of running a government can
overshadow any corporation. It’s a vast conglomerate
of departments, serving a client base of many millions.
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become highly eﬀective and eﬃcient – something
that other departments have taken note of. “The
uptake of APNs and VPNs among the public sector has
been staggering,” he says.

THE FIBRE DIFFERENCE
But MTN is not just about towers and mobile signals. It
is one of South Africa’s biggest tech infrastructure
owners, particularly through extensive ﬁbre networks,
not to mention substantial submarine cable
ownership. Government has become a major client of
this ﬁbre network, driven by demand for cloud and
virtualisation services.!
“There is a lot of interest in virtualisation,” Rakhale
conﬁrms. “It not only helps deal with legacy systems,
but encourages interoperability between
departments. It is an opportunity to remove
departmental data ‘ring-fencing’.” !
MTN is also starting to open its large collection of
datacentres to commercial clients, although
Rakhale adds that the public sector isn’t necessarily
using these.!
“The point is that MTN has clout and experience
across the ﬁeld and this has helped us understand
government’s unique challenges.”

REDUCING WASTE
Connectivity is clearly helping boost transparency and
chipping away at legacy systems. But what of
government’s biggest bugbear – eﬃciency?
Over the past few years, the City Of Johannesburg has
tested, piloted and started deployment of its smart
electricity readers. Firmly seated in the world of
machine-to-machine (M2M) communications,
consumption is monitored and problems are
highlighted. Much of this is done by using MTN SIM
cards and the results can be so good that the taxpayer
doesn’t even notice a hiccup.
“Sometimes a problem is ﬁxed before a citizen even
knows it existed,” says Rakhale. “They might go out,

come back and never know that the power was down.”
There is a huge move in government to monitor
infrastructure, with M2M playing a major role. As
Mthethwa puts it, we are witnessing the emergence of
smart cities in South Africa.

ROLLING OUT THE FUTURE
There has, of course, been a giant shift since you could
check your marital status with an SMS. Smartphones
have accelerated and expanded the role of
technology to an unimaginable degree. This, says
Mthethwa, provides great new opportunities for
government. Bring your own device (BYOD) culture is
not only more eﬃcient – it attracts young talent into
the public service. He also sees a lot of potential in
apps. “The cost of developing mobile applications is
going down. This is something government can tap
into – especially since a guy sitting in a township
today is able to create such software.” !
The SA Weather Service’s excellent app already hints
at this potential.!
“Much of the mobile technology driving
government today still predates the smartphone
revolution. Imagine the possibilities,” says Mthethwa.!
Rakhale echoes that sentiment of the future’s
potential. Data speeds are increasing by leaps and
bounds, while costs are constantly lowering. If
anything, we are only at the beginning. Here
Mthethwa adds a caveat: South Africa has done a lot
to harness mobile tech and there are many points of
serious excellence, “but, we need to broaden that.
Technology is not being fully exploited, yet.”!
Still, those points – smart monitoring, efficient
audits, even the text message from the police
updating your case file – show the way forward.
And MTN has been a great partner in this journey,
says Mthethwa.!
Rakhale concludes it well. “Connectivity has been a
win-win for government and citizens. This is only the
beginning.”
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A ‘verticalised’ approach by DJ Glazier
LARGE ENTERPRISE

A ‘verticalised’ approach
THE MAKE-UP AND PHILOSOPHY OF MTN BUSINESS
ENABLES A DEEP LEVEL OF FOCUS ON THE MAJOR
INDUSTRY VERTICALS.
BY: DJ GLAZIER
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A lot of our enterprise clients are looking at expanding into
various African countries – and we like to feel that we can share some
of our lessons, and talk through some of the pitfalls..
Melao Mashale, MTN Business

“I’m worried that we sometimes bind our thinking
by focussing on the traditional limitations of
technology. So it’s important we set a scene for
visionary thinking, where we are able to harness all
the potential afforded to us through the
advancement and collaboration capabilities of
new technology.” This is the view of MTN Business’
Melao Mashale, whose mission is to shake away
the shackles of previous-generation technology
thinking, and elevate each enterprise client’s IT
strategy to the realisation of an operational
environment that is fully integrated into its

multinational corporates. This ensures each one is

information and communication flows.
As acting GM for Enterprise Marketing at MTN
Business (as well as senior manager for its
Industrial and Logistics Segments), Mashale says
the first step to achieving this goal was to organise
MTN Business into clear-cut vertical segments.

on investments.
Mashale admits that tailoring solutions for these
segments was a mammoth undertaking. MTN
Business focusses on common themes across each
enterprise vertical – namely reducing a client’s
operating costs and complexities, improving
employee productivity, enhancing workﬂow
management, improving the customer experience,
and securing the integrity of mission-critical data.
Today’s enterprise CIO, says Mashale, has to achieve all
this while contending with relentless waves of
technology disruption – with big data, cloud, mobility,
bring your own device (BYOD), social media, the
internet of things, and software-deﬁned networking

Dedicated teams serve each vertical.
“In this way, we offer devoted services and value
propositions, which resonate with customers’ core
challenges and technology requirements within
their particular industries.”

RELENTLESS WAVES OF DISRUPTION
Not only was it necessary to segregate by vertical
industry sector, but also to further categorise by
the market size within the vertical – from SoHo to
SME, to mid-size and larger companies through to

serviced appropriately.
Each market segment has its own speciﬁc
challenges and opportunities, where higher-end
enterprise segments are now in need of radical, highimpact innovation, to remain relevant and resilient in
these economic times. These clients boast rich track
records of success, with the most reﬁned strategic
thinkers, and the best resources available. While SoHo
and SME clients equally require innovation, it is for
entirely diﬀerent purposes, such as capturing new
customers while using technology to maximise return

being the most prominent of these.
He sees MTN Business’ role in two ways: Firstly, it is
there to adeptly handle the client’s enterprise
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infrastructure with highly-reliable, top-quality
networking, hosting, application solutions and
datacentres – freeing up the CIO and his leadership
team to look beyond the daily grind of just ensuring
operations are being managed. Secondly, MTN
Business partners strategically with the CIO’s oﬃce to
design a technologically-driven organisation – one
that can better respond to changing customer
demands and market dynamics within its particular
vertical.

AN IMPRESSIVE SET OF ICT ASSETS
But what is it that sets MTN apart from other ICT
players seeking to address the enterprise market?
“At a simplistic level, this is very much a scale game.
We have invested billions into our network across
South Africa, Africa and the Middle East – fuelling the
rapid adoption of mobile communications on the
unprecedented level we see today,” explains Mashale.
This generates the economies of scale that MTN can,
in turn, pass to its clients – increasing the value they
receive.
Secondly, the end-to-end nature of MTN’s assets
(from ﬁbre networks, to networks, datacentres, hosted
applications to ﬁxed or mobile end-devices) means

MTN Business is able to cover a vast ambit of
enterprise technology requirements. This includes 47
datacentres across the continent, a resilient MPLS
network connecting more than its 23 operating
divisions throughout that region, as well as capacity
on multiple undersea cables to achieve hard-to-match
levels of redundancy.
Thirdly, MTN’s expansion over the past couple of
decades, across dozens of emerging markets in Africa
and the Middle East, has given it experiences that it’s
able to share with clients that are also on an expansion
journey. “A lot of our enterprise clients are looking at
expanding into various African countries – and we like
to feel that we can share some of our lessons, and talk
through some of the pitfalls,” Mashale notes.
“The essence of our DNA is that of being a startup,
of starting new businesses in new regions, and of
course in understanding emerging markets.”

THE AFRICA STORY
MTN Business’ pan-African stature puts it in a prime
position to assist companies that are riding the wave
of economic growth on the continent. It believes
that many African enterprises are able to leapfrog
over outdated legacy infrastructure and move
straight to the latest ICT innovations, while learning
from the mistakes of first-movers of the previous era.
“We’re finding enterprises are in a wonderful
position to embrace the BYOD revolution, addressing
their employees’ need for mobilisation and
optimising capex investment in certain physical
infrastructure,” says Mashale.
This releases capital and resources that can be
ploughed into the enterprise’s core business –
allowing them to focus on their core business,
knowing they have a reliable partner handling IT
requirements.
Markets throughout the continent are at varying
levels of maturity, he continues. “Their critical needs
can vary substantially – so we adopt a segmented
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approach to our offerings – addressing the enterprise
pain points with the delicate trim required for
differentiation.”!
But it’s not just about addressing pain points; it’s
also about making the most of new opportunities. In
the most mature of regions (including South Africa),
CIOs are starting to see the impact of new, disruptive
technology like machine-to-machine
communication, and a Mashale calls ‘over-the-top
players’ – free business and communication service
from respected web companies like Google and
Amazon for example.!
“Now, enterprise users are far more comfortable
using free web-based applications than they were in
the past.” It’s a trend that puts MTN Business in an
interesting space – customers use MTN’s network to
connect to these global platforms, while a direct
relationship between the two entities is limited.!
Mashale maintains that MTN Business has clear
strategies in place, to evolve, and to guard against
the risk of being relegated to a simple ‘plumber’ of
infrastructure. !
Client conversations, he says, are around how to
better use MTN Business specifically for their needs. It
goes without saying that in a competitive world, the
winners will be those that are using a deeplyintegrated local ICT partner, rather than relying on
generic, globally-hosted services available to all
market segments, but tailored to none.!
“This is where verticalisation, and us
understanding the enterprise’s entire value chains,
becomes so important.”!
Ultimately, that one word, verticalisation, defines
how MTN Business has readied itself to respond to
enterprise client needs across South Africa, Africa and
the Middle East. It has aligned its diverse set of ICT
assets, its company structure, and its thinking, to
open up our collective imaginations and ﬁnd new
ways of adding value with technology.
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Safety net for even the smallest SMEs by Therese van
Wyk

Safety net for even the
smallest SMEs
THE RECENTLY-LAUNCHED PROPACK ADDS
COMPELLING BUSINESS SERVICES AND LEVELS THE
PLAYING FIELD FOR SMES.
BY: THERESE VAN WYK
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Across all MTN departments there is a big
focus on addressing the SME market.
Corné Botha, MTN Business

Most entrepreneurs who start a business have a
passion for the area they are playing in, but few are
expert in the many facets of managing a business,
which is a major reason SMEs fail. It’s a sad fact that
96 of 100 new businesses fail within the first three to
five years. That’s according to Raizcorp which assists
new businesses.
Also, the business owner with fewer than 50
employees who goes looking for help usually finds
that service providers focus on larger SMEs.
But, that’s changing. One of MTN Business’
focusses is squarely on this gap in the market, the
small business with fewer than 50 employees, says
Corné Botha, senior manager: SME, Carrier and
Indirect at MTN Business.

The third group, ‘Manage my
business’, includes cost monitoring
and management for mobile voice
and data use; cloud software rental
with variable length contracts; and
SAP Business One for medium
enterprise accounting, payroll and

enterprise resource planning (ERP).
Last, but not least, the ﬁnal group can be called ‘My
business beneﬁts’ and includes the recently launched
MTN SME ProPack. ProPack includes sourcing and
buying at enterprise discounts; targeted marketing
solutions such as website construction, search
engine optimisation (SEO) and Google AdWords
campaigns; business advice on HR, legal, financial,
sales and marketing issues; various national SME
networking opportunities; and leads to sales
opportunities and tenders.
An SME qualiﬁes for ProPack at no cost if it already
buys an MTN service from the Connect, Manage or
Build services groups. It must also be vetted as an SME,
which takes about a day.

SHOULDER TO LEAN ON

BUYING LIKE AN ENTERPRISE

MTN Business offers a ‘safety net’ to small businesses
to help them survive the first few years. Botha
explains this consists of three technology service
groups and one business service group to help SMEs
grow, even if the business is just a sole proprietor at

For many small businesses, it can be galling to pay
more for items that a corporate can get for much less.
Yet most SMEs cannot aﬀord an in-house sourcing
specialist to ﬁnd suppliers and negotiate discounts.
One of the most attractive features of ProPack is the
enterprise-level pricing and discounts an SME can get
access to through the BizAssist sourcing and buying
service. This applies to large retailers, travel bookings

present.
Firstly, there is the ‘Connect my business’ service
group. This includes internet access (for example, LTE
as an economical alternative to ADSL in major cities);
mobile telephony solutions; VoIP solutions for
medium enterprises and VoIP for smaller businesses
from early 2014.
The second group is concerned with ‘Build my
business’. This group offers assistance with
infrastructure such as hosting, security, office
automation and IT networking.

and car rentals as well.
The BizAssist service is provided to MTN Business
customers by a company that has large South African
corporates as its sourcing clients.

EFFECTIVE MARKETING
When someone starts a small business, the ﬁrst thing
they do is buy computers and phones, says Botha.
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“But many small business owners think marketing is
just someone handing out flyers at intersections.
They miss the marketing opportunities in basic
technologies like e-mail and websites.!
“Eventually owners may realise they need internet
access and e-mail and get those going. A bit later
they move away from free internet e-mail services
and get their own domain name, but usually don’t
have a website yet. Once people start asking for it
though, the owner will realise the company needs
a website.”!
Still, the business owner probably does not realise
the value an SMS marketing campaign could have to
inform existing customers of a new product, or how
to get more visits to the website. The next marketing
step is to drive website visits using SEO, very targeted
Facebook advertising or Google AdWords.!
Another marketing tool offered is the MTN
Business Networking directory. SMEs can be listed,
free of charge, in this highly targeted directory
that is focussed on bringing SMEs together with
other SMEs.

TREAT THE SME AS A BUSINESS
Botha believes a business owner needs people he
can rely on when he is faced with an issue. If the
issue is increasing sales by a certain percentage, MTN
Business needs to find a solution to help him do that,
says Botha.!
“That is our understanding of acting as a business
partner to an SME. It is the reason we launched
ProPack.!
“Across all MTN departments, there is a big focus on
addressing the SME market. We understand why it’s
important to treat a small business as a business, while
being sensitive to their requirements.”!
As MTN continues building out the services
available within ProPack, small business owners can
gradually contract out facets of management they are
not expert at. It’s a good way of increasing the
chances of survival.

EASIER HR
Human Resource (HR) troubles can trip up an SME
completely, and even become the reason the
business fails.!
“Often the owner does not know when to employ
people or not. Often staﬀ overheads become so high
that a business fails. Getting contracts in place,
knowing how to implement disciplinary action against
an employee and administering pensions and leave
can become a nightmare,” says Botha.!
Within ProPack the BizAssist service gives SMEs
access to qualiﬁed HR advisors as well as template
documents needed for critical HR processes. SMEs also
get access to qualiﬁed advisors to the tune of one
consulting call a month for issues such as legal,
ﬁnancial, sales and marketing.
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Growing off low volume by Therese van Wyk
CASE STUDY

Growing oﬀ low volume
MTN STARTS WHERE YOUR SME STARTS.
BY: THERESE VAN WYK
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Now that we have the MTN
infrastructure in place, we really
could focus on expanding the
company.
Rob Weimar, Fincapital
When Rob Weimar and his business partner started up a
company called South African Vehicle Finance
Administrators in July 2009, they operated with three
people in Pretoria only. Now known as Fincapital, the
concern has grown into a different league altogether.
The business model was built around the thousands
of people nationwide who do not qualify for car loans
from banks. These folk usually don’t have credit
problems, just problems with their loan applications.
Weimar’s company generated leads about declined
loans and asked these people if they’d like assistance
with their applications, since approval would be almost
certain once the paperwork passed muster.
In July 2010, the company employed 25 field
marketers to gather leads about declined loans from car
dealerships as well. In March 2011, Fincapital decided to
add more products, which would mean more staff.
Weimar recalls that the company contacted MTN,
ordered a few phones and in the process gained a ‘great’
account manager.

SERVICE PROVIDER BLUES
Weimar started an SMS response line with another
service provider to gather field marketer leads. After
a while, the provider stopped supplying
information, citing price changes to the contract.
According to Weimar, the contract made no
provision for changes. The result was field marketers
not getting their commission and some left the
company. A public relations and marketing
nightmare followed.

At this time, Fincapital approached several
service providers. “We never got answers out of
anybody. We would send out a request, and weeks
later, after begging and pleading, they would say
‘Sorry, this person is on leave’,” recalls Weimar.

NO WAITING AROUND
Approaching MTN got Weimar a different response.
“We sent an e-mail to the manager of the
department at MTN saying ‘We’re small, but we
want to grow’. Normally when we did that with
other service providers, they just ignored us, or
said, ‘If you don’t do a minimum volume, we don’t
want your business.’ But MTN said, ‘We don’t mind
where you start as long as we can grow with you’.
That’s why we engaged with them,” says Weimar.
“All small businesses need that. You can’t
operate if someone will only talk to you if you do a
million SMSes a month.
“MTN provided service very quickly. We
suspended the premium SMS number with the
other service provider, changed it to MTN, and we
haven’t looked back.”
Field marketers could get their accurate
commissions again. Fincapital operated as planned
again.

PARTNERSHIP FOR BIG BUSINESS
MTN has been consistent in all its dealings at all
levels, says Weimar. Not once have volumes been
an issue.
“We didn’t deal directly with the decision-makers
but we had access to them. If we felt things were
taking a bit too long, we were told we were quite
welcome to escalate.”
From then on, MTN provided Fincapital’s phone
lines, premium SMS service and premium call service.
In previous startups, Weimar provided infrastructure
support and worked with senior partners until he
could go on to the next venture or it could be sold.
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This one’s diﬀerent though.!
“This one’s a monster,” he says.!
That’s pretty much what he and his business
partner planned in August 2011, when they had 100
field marketers.!
“We wanted to go up to two or three thousand
field marketers. Now that we have the MTN
infrastructure in place, we really could focus on
expanding the company.”!
In 2011, Fincapital launched ‘Mobi Dealer’, a
business licence for a ﬁeld marketer to generate leads.!
A year and a half later, in March 2013, the
company was employing 3 500 field marketers
nationally. The call centre staff who processed the
marketing leads increased from eight in 2011 to 65 in
November 2013.!
The growth spurt has continued with an insurance
product Fincapital acquired recently, which added
another 26 staff members to the call centre.

SWITCH FOR QUALITY
Taming the growth will be some undertaking.
Weimar has already decided to switch all IT
services over to MTN because of the increase in

continuity plan should also depend on a tier-one
provider and he is planning to get that from MTN
too.

GRIPES AND JOYS
Weimar’s only gripe about working with MTN
Business is that he is not marketed to enough. He
feels that the company has room to improve
awareness of the entire range of services available.!
Having been through the mill in starting a number of
new companies, what does Weimar value in MTN’s
service?!
“MTN is not the typical corporate keeping you
waiting for weeks on end. The team come back and say,
‘We can’ or ‘We can’t’ or ‘We’ll make a plan’. We do
business with MTN because someone’s always available
and approachable. The company is employing people
who think like entrepreneurs even though they operate
within corporate governance. MTN’s people look at
every opportunity to make money for both parties.”!
The little company that grew from a handful to a
call centre of close to 100 certainly generates
volumes now.

transactions.!
“We will switch our internet access over in early
2014. Our current service provider is second tier.
They have good business software, but no direct
access to the cloud and cannot guarantee uptime.
With the amount of calls we’re handling in the call
centre, we have to migrate. !
“On the MTN platform the sound quality of the
calls will be guaranteed. The migration won’t be
expensive, because the MTN service integrates
into existing hardware provided there are VoIP
(voice over IP) facilities already.”!
With the volume of transactions shooting up,
data will pour into the operational systems much
faster than before. Weimar reckons a business
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At a glance
COMPILED BY: THERESE VAN WYK AND: ADRIAN HINCHCLIFFE

INCORPORATED IN 1994, MTN GROUP IS A MULTINATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS GROUP
OFFERING VOICE AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS AND SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS AND
BUSINESSES. MTN GROUP HAS GSM LICENCES IN 22 COUNTRIES AND INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER
BUSINESSES IN 12 COUNTRIES. THE GROUP OPERATES ACROSS AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST.

In September 2013, group subscribers
reached

203.8 million

www.mtnbusiness.com
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